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Climate change hits Japan’s natural icons
Two of Japan’s most famous natural icons - the cherry trees and its ancient
beech forests, are under threat from climate change. Left unattended, beech
forests, which are thousands of years old, are unlikely to survive beyond the
end of this century, and cherry trees no longer flower in spring.
Temperatures in Japan have already risen more than the world average and they are predicted to
rise by around 5°C (to between 3.5°C - 6.4 Ԩ), if the current trajectory of warming does not change.
Japan is already experiencing accelerating extreme weather events such as extremely hot summer
days and floods which threaten the lives of not only people but also of the country's most important
natural icons, the cherry trees and the beech forest.
The Shirakami Mountain beech forests – a World Heritage Site in northern Japan - are known as
the spiritual home of the animation film “Princess Mononoke.” They are projected to decrease by a
staggering 80% by the end of this century if no action is taken to change the course.
Mr. Mitsuharu Kudo, who has lived in the beech forests for more than 50 years as matagi [1] says
he can’t believe that there is a chance the beech forests will die out within decades. “I would argue
that we share the responsibility to pass down this precious treasure, which has been passed on for
8000 years, to future generations. Beech forests are the nurturing mother of vegetation, animals
and fertile sea. Adaptation would be difficult even if we keep the temperature rise below 2°C. But if
we don’t, then the spiritual forests face extinction.”
Another important Japanese icon - cherry blossoms – which is reflected in many cultural, traditional
and artistic aspects of Japanese life, will flower 14 days earlier if the current trajectory of warming
does not change.
Usually, the cherry trees blossom in April, when Japanese schools start their school year and
governments and businesses start their new financial years. This is also the period of spring rooted
in the culture of Japan, through its ancient culture, songs, poetry and tradition. “And so the cherry
blossoms symbolise “a new beginning”. If they flower two weeks earlier than usual, it would
symbolise the end, rather than the beginning and this would completely change the way Japanese
people see cherry blossoms,” says Mr Tsunenari Tokugawa, chairman of WWF Japan, and the 18th
head of the Tokugawa Shogun family [2].
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Mr Tokuga
awa adds, “S
Soon we facce losing ourr beloved cullture closely connected to
t nature, which
we have cherished
c
forr thousands of years, if we
w fail to mittigate the wa
arming of the
e climate. Where
W
of
the
Edo
have we lo
ost the spirit
e
era [2], wherre we valued
d the culture
e of frugality, passed dow
wn in
Japan for hundreds off years? We
e should be u
using our precious resou
urces and en
nergy more
effectively - to create warm
w
relatio
onships betw
ween people and to allow
w children to grow up in contact
with nature
e.”
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